Florentero Symbiotic Chewable Tablets

**Probiotics for Dogs and Cats**

Beneficial Bacteria For GI Tract

Florentero offers a symbiotic combination of prebiotics and probiotics that safely repopulates the GI tract with beneficial bacteria while significantly decreasing populations of unfriendly bacteria and relieving acute diarrhea symptoms, usually within 24 hours.

The intestinal microflora is a complex ecosystem made up of a large population of various bacterial species, some of which live in the intestinal lumen while others adhere to the intestinal wall. The common characteristic of these bacterial populations is the lack of pathogenicity towards the host; they are actually necessary for protecting the host against other pathogenic bacteria.

GI tract colonization in dogs by bacterial microflora is a gradual process starting immediately after birth. The establishment of a progressive anaerobic condition in the GI tract induces a progressive change in the relative proportions of the individual bacterial species, with an expected prevalence of anaerobic species over the aerobic ones. This coincides with dietary changes and with the evolution of the puppy's physiological processes. These changes are more marked in the large intestine. They can influence the growing puppy's nutritional status and its resistance to disease.

At birth, the puppys GI tract is sterile and is immediately colonized, most likely in the birth canal itself and during exposure to the outside environment. Indeed, about 24 hours after birth the number of saprophytic bacteria in various portions of the GI tract is substantially similar to that found in adult dogs.

Such complex mixed microbial culture can be considered as the organ metabolically more easily adapted and more rapidly renewable in the entire organism. It plays a vital role in the host animals normal nutritional, physiologic, and immunologic functions.

The use of Florentero in both healthy and sick pets assures an optimal colonization of beneficial bacteria of the GI tract. Give Florentero in cases of diarrhea, motility disorders, diet and climatic stress, hard work or contest preparation, seasonal or dietetic changes, medicine treatment, food poisoning and organic weakening due to parasitic and infectious diseases of the digestive tract. Tablet palatability, absence of side effects and and having B vitamins among its ingredients make Florentero a safe and effective product even when used as a complement to antibiotic or chemotherapeutical treatments.

**Dosage and use:**
Split the following daily dosage in two times, one in the morning and one in the evening:

Cats: 1 ml of paste or 1 tablet per day
Dogs: 1 ml of paste or 1 tablet per day each 7 kg

Administration should last 7 to 10 days and could be extended depending on your veterinarian advice.
Florentero is recommended for use in cats, kittens, dogs, puppies, rabbits and ferrets.

**Composition:**
Enterococcus Faecium, Lactobacillus Acidophilus, Bacillus Clausii, Lactobacillus Sporogenes, Fuctooligosaccharides, Mannanoligosaccharides